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When customers make demands, you need to make it so  
or risk losing business. The more inserter flexibility and 
productivity you offer, the greater your advantage over  
the competition. That’s why a growing number of successful 
marketing service providers, lettershops, service bureaus 
and printers rely on the Pitney Bowes FlowMaster  
RS inserting system. 
 
 
 

The FlowMaster inserter is designed to help your 
operations become more productive, more flexible and 
more profitable. Its servo powered transports are field 
proven to keep running, in even the most demanding  
high volume environments. It can handle a wide range of 
materials and sizes — thick or thin, large or small, simple  
or complex, inserting into both letters and envelopes.  
With its robust reliability and far-reaching versatility,  
the FlowMaster RS system makes it easier to meet  
customer demands.
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Satisfy the growing 
demands of your customers.

FlowMaster® RS inserting system



Offer a greater range of 
materials and sizes.
FlowMaster® RS inserting system can 
take on an incredibly wide range of 
enclosure materials. You can process 
single-panel glossy, standard folded, 
BREs, cross-folded newsletters,  
half-folded stitched booklets  
and 20-pound paper inserts.

Faster flats and high  
speed letters 
The FlowMaster RS flat mail speed  
can help you run more mail, enabling 
you to process up to 12,000 pieces  
per hour. Letter mail runs up  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

to 16,000 pieces per hour. Plus,  
with tougher application requests  
and shrinking deadlines, having the  
ability to run both letters and flats  
all on the same platform helps  
improve operational efficiency. 

Maximize uptime. 
The reliable servo motor technology 
from Pitney Bowes eliminates moving 
parts, so there’s less downtime and 
higher system reliability. Faster setups 
and adjustments increase productivity 
by 10 -15 percent. Add in the ease of 
self-maintenance and the power of 
maximizing uptime is in your hands.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upgrade options include:
FlowMaster® Input cutsheet feeder: 
Add high margin statement mail 
processing to your services through 
sheet feeding, scanning control codes, 
accumulating and folding.

Bulk feeder: Increase capacity to feed 
booklets, affixed card carriers and 
other weighty materials.

Read and print: Boost your revenues 
and profitability by processing high 
margin read-and-print applications 
with confidence, using Perfect Match 
chassis scanning.

DM Infinity™ Series digital mailing 
system: Print meter, permit mail  
and graphics at speeds up to  
16K mailpieces per hour.

Speed Sort output conveyor:  
Quickly identify mail breaks for  
fast offset sorting.

For more information on  
the Flowmaster RS inserting 
system, visit us online at: 
pitneybowes.com
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